July 2022 Edition- Gala Special- Celebrating Success
As we come to the end of the gala season (for most of our swimmers except those heading to
nationals or the Commonwealth games) we are using this edition of the newsletter to celebrate
some of the many achievements of our brilliant swimmers at galas, from those entering their first to
those competing on the world stage.
Every race, every PB, every medal has taken huge amounts of determination and hard work. Our
club moto is 'a team above all, above all a team' and that is in evidence at every gala, with more
experienced swimmers sharing top tips and everyone rushing to shout encouragement at the end of
the lanes when one of the team is racing, plus the sharing of sweets! We are very proud of every
swimmer who has taken part in galas this year.
Well done to everyone.
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Please note there will not be an August Edition of the Newsletter due to holidays.

World Para Championships
Congratulations to Poppy, Alsager Swimming Club's very own world Champion!

The world Para Championships were held in Madeira from the 18th-26th of June. Poppy was invited
to attend as part of the British Swimming Team.

Interview with Poppy

Congratulations on your success at the world championships Poppy!
At what age did you start swimming?
I started swimming at 18 months old.
What do you enjoy about swimming?
Everything, I feel relaxed in the water.
What was the first competition you ever took part in?

I did a Club Champs at 8 then got into the Cheshire County champs, I was lucky because of when my
birthday was, I was able to compete.
Do you have any hero’s or role models?
Jessica Jane Applegate (swimmer) who I compete with and Duncan Scott (swimmer)
What is your favourite race to compete in?
At the moment it's the 100fly but it changes every few months depending on how I feel.
How many hours do you spend in the pool each week?
16/17 hours.
How many hours do you spend training outside the pool (gym, land training)?
2 hours at the moment but I am waiting for a land training program fro m British Swimming. [Editors
note: Poppys dad reminded her that she just did 70 push ups before leaving home, so we think 2
hours might be an under estimation!]
What do you do when you are not training?
I like to spend time with my sisters, walking the dogs and I like Manga books.
How did you feel when you arrived in Madeira for your first world championships?
I felt excited but really tired as we had to get up at 2:45 AM to get to the airport.
What did you eat on the days you raced?
Whatever the hotel had but lots of it.
What was your pre-race routine?
I always eat a banana before a race. We did 1000 metre warmup in the pool and did lots of med ball
slams.
How did you feel when you won your first (silver) medal at the world championships?
Really cool.
What did you do to celebrate your success after the race?
I phoned my family after the race and then at the end of the week everyone in the British team
watched the celebration fireworks together at our hotel.
In the relay in which you won a gold medal, had the team swum the event together many times
before?
We had never swum together before. I had not met two of the swimmers in the team before arriving
in Maderia. We only swam that event together on that day as a team.
What was your favourite moment of the world Championships?
Beating Beth (Bethany Firth) in the heats on the 100 backstroke and looking up to see my nan and
grandad in the stands watching me.
What is your top tip for other swimmers at Alsager who would like to follow in your footsteps?

Always try hard and listen carefully
What/ when is your next international competition?
The Commonwealth Games in Birmingham.
What are your hopes for the next 12 months for your swimming?
I'd like to win a medal at the Commonwealth Games.
Poppy will be back in action at the Commonwealth games held in Birmingham in July. We wish
Poppy the best of luck.
Be sure to keep a look out for her!

National Junior Para Meet
Congratulations to Rachael, Our National Para Gold medallist!
The national junior para meet is run by Activity Alliance in association with Swim England. Activity
Alliance are an organisation that promote sports participation among disabled people. The
competition is multi classification, meaning that swimmers in different classes compete against each
other and results are decided based on British Swimming Para Points. These points are calculated
from the British record for each particular event and classification. The meet is also split into 3 age
groups.

This year our only swimmer at the meet was Rachael as Poppy was away at some other event
(personally I think she just sat around in the sun all day!). Rachael was entering in the 16- to 18year-old category but is right at the bottom of that age group and will be eligible to enter this event
for another 2 years. Rachael competed in the 50, 100 and 400m Freestyle event and the 100m
backstroke.

The first problem encountered was scheduling. The meet was intended to take place over 2 days
but was compressed into 1 with the result that Rachael had 1 race in the morning and then 3 races in
the afternoon (spread over 2 hours). Rachael got one big PB and was just off her best in the other 3
events, not surprising given how quickly each swim followed the previous one. In the freestyle
events Rachael got a clean sweep of golds medals and in the last race of the day got a silver in the
backstroke.

A great day all round where it rained all the way, all day at Coventry and then all the way
home. Apparently it was dry all day in Alsager and Congleton!

Phil

Interview with Rachael

How do you like to prepare for a gala?
I don't like to swim the night before a gala because I like to be rested.
What do you eat on race days?
I have toast for breakfast and then lots of snacks like nuts throughout the day. Just before I race I eat
gummy bears!
What was your pre-race routine for the national junior para champs?
I warm up but the most important thing is making sure I'm not nervous. Dystonia is made worse if
you are anxious so I like to be relaxed and know exactly what I'm doing, where I'm going for
marshalling, which lane I'm swimming in.

*Editors note: Dystonia is a neurological movement disorder It presents with uncontrollable muscle
spasms triggered by incorrect signals from the brain, which can, for some, be painful .
How did you feel when you arrived the pool on the first morning?
I didn't know what to expect. I'd had Botox a few weeks before to help treat the Dystonia but I didn't
know how it would affect my swimming.
How did you feel when you won your first medal?
I was surprised, I was sat with a friend and her mum, when they said I'd won I didn't believe them as I
didn't think I swam that fast!
What was your favourite event at this meet?
400 free, its my favourite event as I am a distance swimmer.
What did you do to celebrate your success at the gala?
I had a Chinese takeaway, King Prawn fried rice is my favourite.
What was your favourite moment of the NJPC?
In the 400 free I had been trying to keep up with an S7 (I'm an S6) right at the end I finished just
before her. It was very close.
*Editors note In para classifications the lower the number the greater the degree of impairment.
What is your top gala tip for other swimmers?
Keep relaxed. If you feel confident it will help. Believe you can.
What are your hopes for the next 12 months for your swimming?
I want to get over 500 British para points, I am currently on 499!

Phil's note: It is not necessary to rest the day before a gala as Rachael likes to do and sweets are
definitely not the best food for a gala!

Sputnik Series finale

1 - Team Alsager

2 - Noah won the Top 10 year old boys trophy

Sputnik Review
So that’s a wrap for the Sputnik Series 2022 and we certainly ended on a high. What fantastic
results for all our younger members who attended and congratulations to the swimmers who
attended all four rounds!
We came away with two top boy trophies for Ben and Noah as well as countless PB’s by all, but more
importantly we came away with young swimmers excited and enthused to continue their
competitive swimming journey.
The swimmers who attended demonstrated such fantastic attitudes throughout and being there
throughout to witness their enthusiasm was fantastic. I beamed with pride at how well they swam,
cheered each other on and supported each other when races didn’t go as planned.
I would like to extend a special thank you to all who volunteered their time to support during the
galas, especially Wendy who attended all four galas, who has watched both her now adult age
children swimming at the galas over the years and now attends due to her passion and care for the
club. Also, a very big thank you to Olivia who supported swimmers’ poolside, again at all four rounds,
she. certainly, helped to calm nerves with last minute tips and advice.

We look forward to sending even more swimmers in 2023. If you would like further information
regarding this fun, entry level gala please do ask.
All the fantastic results including percentage improvement information can be found on swimming
events.

Kathryn – Gala Secretary.

An interview with Ben- Winner of the 8 year old boys trophy.

3 - Ben won the Top 8 and under Boy's trophy

How many hours do you swim each week?
1 hr 45 mins
Do you do any other sports?
Yes, football, futsal, running
Who is your sporting hero/inspiration?
Virgil Van Djik and James Gibbons. I also like Adam Peaty because he does breastroke.
What is your favourite event to compete in?

Breaststroke races
What do you like to eat before you race?
Pasta because it makes you go faster!
How do you feel when you are racing?
Happy
Do you get nervous about racing?
No
What did you most enjoy about the Sputnik galas?
Watching everyone race and seeing my friend Seb from my football team.
What do you hope to do next in swimming?
Get better at butterfly
What one piece of advice would you give other swimmers?
Listen to your teacher and you will get better.

Winsford Meet

The Winsford Development Gala took place on Saturday 25th June. Unfortunately only 6 swimmers
were able to enter before the meet was declared full. The meet is quick moving taking place over
just 2 sessions and for one of our swimmers there was hardly any rest as they entered all 11 events
available to them. More on that later.

Our 6 swimmers represented all squads from Bronze Transition all the way to Platinum and it was
great to see them all getting on with each other. The 6 swimmers entered a total of 33 events with
23 PBs (69.7%), and 13 medals (2 gold, 7 silver and 4 bronze).

Special mention to Barney who swam in all 11 events, often getting back from one race, having a 5
minute rest and then going for the next race. From those 11 events Barney got 10 PBs, 3 Silvers
medals and one Bronze Medal.

Well done to all the swimmers.

Phil

The Gala Calendar
How does Phil determine the gala calendar?
This was partially covered in a previous newsletter but here is a quick refresher. First I look at the
national, regional, county and district events. These 4 galas are generally spaced 3 months apart. So
I then look for galas that fall between these, ideally midway between but I also look at “last chance”
qualifying meets.
Once those are determined I plan the annual training calendar for the higher squads and aim to have
a block of training finished just before the gala to give swimmers the best chance of qualifying for
higher level galas.
In an ideal world I would look anywhere from Coventry northwards f or galas on suitable dates but in
the current climate this leads to only a few entries so I try to look at events closer to home. The
advantage is that we (hopefully) get a lot of entries as it is local. The disadvantage is that you race
against the same swimmers every time and some swimmers spend more time worried about who
they are racing against rather than the race itself.
The outline calendar for the whole season (elsewhere in this newsletter) is not fixed. In some cases,
the organising clubs will run the gala on a different weekend, in other cases the gala may fill up
quickly, so we must go elsewhere. In a few instances a better option may come to our attention.
I do not plan to add lots of extra galas. There may be specialised galas for some of the top swimmers
to qualify for other events but I am conscious that gala fees are high, coaches passes have become
very expensive and I do not want the coaching team to be committed to galas for most weekends in
the year.
Phil

The proposed gala calendar for the next 12 months
Disclaimer number 1 – Dates may be subject to change, these are my best guesses based of when
galas have been held in previous years, we will not know exact dates until organisers release
information nearer the time.
Disclaimer number 2 – I may add some level 1 (Long Course galas) for swimmers likely to qualify for
regionals or nationals once I know when the qualifying windows are.
Disclaimer number 3 – There will be other events such as World Para Series and World
Championships for some swimmers.

Coaching Focus- A2 Training Zones
Last month we looked at Training zone A1, low intensity drill work to perfect technique.

This month we look at A2, also known as Aerobic. In simple terms aerobic means swimming without
an oxygen deficit. It does not mean that we swim at a pace where we do not need to breathe harder,
but it means that we swim at an intensity where the oxygen we take in during swimming is enough,
when combined with the carbohydrate stores in our body to fuel our muscles. Aerobic training can
be split into a lower intensity version that is useful for metabolising body fat (body fat simply being
how our bodies store excess carbohydrates) and a higher intensity version that uses the
carbohydrate reserves in our bloodstream. Aerobic training forms the largest single element of
training for all the squads from Silver and above (for the bronze squads A1 technique is the primary
training zone). Even world champions do the bulk of their training in the Aerobic zone. British
Swimming and Swim England refer to this training in younger swimmers as “building the
engine”. The greater the aerobic capacity developed in younger swimmers the bigger the engine
that drives performance as the swimmers get older.

There are several ways to measure, or estimate, when a swimmer is working at the right
intensity. One way is heart rate. After a swim we sometime ask the swimmers to check their heart
rate. For aerobic training this should be 40 to 60 beats below maximum where maximum heart rate
is estimated as 220BPM minus the swimmers age. The problem with heart rate is that some
swimmers struggle to find their pulse and in fit young adults the heart rate falls quickly back to a
resting heart rate after exercise. Coaches will look at swimmers and be able to make an educated
guess about the zone they are training in. Other methods we use are to tell the swimmers to work
at 60 to 70% effort of to ask them to swim at an easy pace with a rest ranging from 15 to 40 seconds
depending on the distance swam.

Some swimmers are not keen on aerobic work because to do it properly needs lots of repeats of
longer distance swims. 50m repeats do not work because swimmers will work at a high intensity
and get a longer rest. Ideally Aerobic work should be repeats of 150m or more.

Session Focus for July
This month all squads (with the exception of Rachael, Poppy and Ben T) will be working on techn ique
and basic aerobic capacity ready for next season. Rachael, Poppy and Ben still have national and
international level competitions in late July, early August and will continue working across a range of
energy systems.

One particular area that I will be asking all coaches to focus on is core stability and kick skills so you
may see swimmers going planks on poolside to help with stability and lots of work just kicking.

Phil.

Alsager Carnival

Thank you for all the fantastic donations and your support throughout the day.
The winner of the teddy guessed correctly that it's name was Strawberry- well done!

We raised £250.
Carly.

Welfare Reminder

